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Strategic Energy Analysis Center 

National Renewable Energy Laboratory 
Golden, CO 

victor.diakov@nrel.gov 

Abstract— Using production-cost model (PLEXOS), we simulate 
the Western Interchange (WECC) at several levels of the yearly 
renewable energy (RE) generation, between 13% and 40% of the 
total load for the year. We look at the overall energy exchange 
between a region and the rest of the system (net interchange, NI), 
and find it useful to examine separately (i) (time-)variable and 
(ii) year-average components of the NI. Both contribute to inter-
regional energy exchange, and are affected by wind and PV 
generation in the system. We find that net load variability (in 
relatively large portions of WECC) is the leading factor affecting 
the variable component of inter-regional energy exchange, and 
the effect is quantifiable: higher regional net load correlation 
with the rest of the WECC lowers net interchange variability. 
Further, as the power mix significantly varies between WECC 
regions, effects of ‘flexibility import’ (regions ‘borrow’ ramping 
capability) are also observed. 

Index Terms—renewable generation, transmission, PV and wind 
variability, large scale integration. 

Notation 
Corr{f,g} Correlation coefficient between two time-

dependent quantities ft and gt 
Mcorr{f,g} Mis-correlation between two time-dependent 

quantities ft and gt defined in equation (1)  
NLA

t Net load (GW) at hour t for region A 
NLA

t Weekly average net load (GW) for region A, 
calculated for the week ending at hour t-1  

t The (hourly) time index through the year 
Tt

A Net interchange (exports minus imports) 
between region A and the rest of the system 
at hour t (GW) 

VA
t Net load variability NLA

t - NLA
t for region A 

σT Standard deviation (GW) of the net 
interchange over one year; characterizes the 
net interchange variability 

Abbreviations  
AZNMNV Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada 

CA_No California North 

CA_So California South 
NI Net interchange  

NWPP North-West Power Pool 
PV Photovoltaic power generation 
RE Renewable energy: PV and/or wind  

RMPP Rocky Mountains Power Pool 
TEPPC Transmission Expansion Planning Policy 

Committee (www.wecc.biz/TEPPC) 
WECC Western Electricity Coordinating Council 

WWSIS 2 Western Wind and Solar Integration Study 
phase 2 

I. INTRODUCTION  
The need for transmission network expansion in the U.S. is 
acknowledged [1, 2] with respect to increasing renewable 
energy fraction in the power mix. Subsequently, detailed 
studies on projected future grid operation include transmission 
grid expansion, as a ‘one time exercise’ [2] or within a 
framework of electric sector evolution [1]. The focus, as 
related to transmission, is usually economic and operationally 
sufficient grid expansion.  

In the context of increasing RE presence in the generation 
mix, compared to transmission expansion, regional energy 
exchange has drawn less attention and is the focus of our study. 
As the first step, we examine how large regions within the U.S. 
part of the Western Interchange (WECC1) exchange power 
with the rest of the system. Following [3], regional power 
interchange with the rest of the system is referred to as the net 
interchange (NI). Clearly, a great number of details are omitted 
when considering the NI for large chunks of the system. 
Concurrently though, the approach offers a high-level view at 
energy interchange essentials, relates to large-scale energy 
exchange as affected by wind and PV, and we expect it to be 
useful for future more detailed studies. 

                                                           
1 http://www.wecc.biz, accessed on Nov 24, 2014. 
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II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
WECC TEPPC 2020 database as modified for WWSIS 2 [2] is 
used to simulate economic dispatch (with production cost 
model PLEXOS2), hourly for one year, with transmission 
limitations imposed as inter-regional ‘border interface’ 
constraints, as projected to 2020.  

The generation mix at 27% wind + solar is shown in 
Figure 1 with fraction (%) generation by type given in Table 1. 
The six large WECC regions3 represent a variety of generation 
mixes. Further, the amount of renewable generation was varied 
by concurrently scaling up or down wind and PV generators in 
the system (in each simulation, all these generators were scaled 
by the same factor). This way, the PV + wind generation 
fraction in the system ranges from 13% to 40% of total 
generation (curtailment excluded).  

It is important to note that there are different possibilities in 
choosing the set of PV and wind generators when varying the 
amount of RE generation in the system. For example, tens of 
thousands potential wind and PV generators could be 
combined to reduce variability by employing geographic 
diversity [4]. Depending on particular goals (reducing carbon 
emissions, minimizing capital cost while achieving a certain 
level of RE, etc.), different sets of generators will be chosen. 
Without trying to exhaust all possibilities, in our present work 
we limit changes in the generation mix to concomitantly 
scaling wind and PV generators. Even with this restriction, the 
amount of PV + wind in the WECC regions ranges from 10% 
to 50% (Table I, CA_No and RMPP, respectively) and PV / 
wind generation ratio varies from 3:1 to 1:20 (CA_So and 
NWPP). This diversity allows to probe into how PV and wind 
variability influence regional energy interchange. 

III. NET INTERCHANGE:  THE EFFECT OF RENEWABLES 
The net interchange for the 6 US WECC regions differs by 

(i) total power transfer in or out of the region during the year 
and (ii) its variability. It is convenient to characterize the first 
by average (for the year) and the second by the standard 
deviation of the net interchange. Both values vary significantly 

                                                           
2 http://www.energyexemplar.com, accessed on Nov 24, 
2014. The Integrated Energy Model PLEXOS is used to 
simulate detailed economic unit commitment and dispatch 
and includes databases for existing and projected power 
generators, load distribution and renewable power [2]. This 
production cost model uses mixed-integer linear 
programming to minimize the cost of power production 
(including fuel, O&M, startup costs) while meeting load and 
reserves requirements, transmission constraints, individual 
generators minimum time up/down constraints, etc. 
3 RMPP (Rocky Mountains Power Pool), CA_No(California 
North), Basin, CA_So (California South), AZNMNV (Arizona, 
New Mexico, Nevada), NWPP (North-West Power Pool) 

from region to region and are affected by the amount of 
renewables.  

 
Figure 1. WECC regions (top, represented by color-coded bus locations) and 
generation mix (bottom) from PLEXOS input database and simulation results 
at 27% wind+ PV generation fraction. 

TABLE I.  WECC GENERATION BY TYPE AND REGION (GWH BASED 
FRACTION, % OF TOTAL). COLOR-CODED ARE VALUES THAT STAND OUT FROM 
COLUMN AVERAGE (RED – LARGER THAN AVERAGE, BLUE – SMALLER THAN 
WECC AVERAGE FOR THE GIVEN GENERATION TYPE). 
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RMPP 5 38 46 7 3 0 0 0 0 1 10 
CA_N 33 1 4 6 24 18 4 6 3 1 12 
BASIN 13 53 21 8 4 0 0 0 0 1 11 
CA_S 8 11 11 32 15 13 3 5 2 1 18 
AZNM.. 5 33 9 32 3 16 0 0 0 1 23 
NWPP 61 7 21 1 3 4 0 0 1 1 26 
WECC 27 22 15 13 9 8 2 2 1 1 100 
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As seen in Figure 2, it is mostly the average interchange 
that is affected in both regions in California, while for 
AZNMNV and NWPP it is mostly the net interchange 
variability that responds to higher levels of PV and wind.4 The 
distribution of net interchange values widens with addition of 
renewables (Fig. 3, for the AZNMNV region). 

 
Figure 2. An example of the effect of renewables (PV and wind) on net 
interchange in WECC. The arrows show the effect of scaling up renewables. 

 
Figure 3. The effect of scaling up wind and PV on the net interchange for 
AZNMNV: the distribution (a) of net interchange values widens with addition 
of renewables in WECC from 13% to 33%. Hourly net interchange time series 
are shown for the 13% RE (b) and 33% RE (c) cases. 

                                                           
4 Note that net interchange T is the geometric sum of its 
average 〈T〉 and standard deviation σT: 〈T

2〉=〈T〉2+σT
2 

To further quantify the effect of renewables, we define ‘mis-
correlation’ between regional net load5 and the net load for the 
rest of WECC. It is reasonable to expect that the need for 
interchange is smaller between regions with highly correlated 
net loads. Conversely, poorly correlated net load would call 
for intense interchange. To quantify how poor are correlated 
the net loads, we use the ‘mis-correlation’: 

Mcorr{f,g} = ( 1/2 -1/2 . Corr{f,g} )1/2 (1) 

where f(t) and g(t) are two time-dependent quantities (in our 
case, the net load for a region and the net load for the rest of 
the system); Corr{f,g} is the correlation coefficient between f 
and g, and Mcorr{f,g} is the ‘mis-correlation’.6  

 
Figure 4. Net load ‘mis-correlation’ as the driver for inter-regional energy 
exchange variability: a) regional interchange variability tends to follow the net 
load ‘mis-correlation’ for various regions and at different levels of renewables; 
b) for the 33% RE level, the interchange variability closer follows the net load 
‘mis-correlation’ as the flexible natural gas (NG) generation begins to replace 
coal at lower NG fuel price. 

Further, it is convenient to normalize the interchange 
variability (i.e. standard deviation) dividing it by the average 
regional load. Then (Figure 4a), the ‘mis-correlation’ of 
regional net load can be seen as the driving force and the 

                                                           
5 Here, net load = load - PV - wind - hydro fixed dispatch. 
6 The correlation coefficient can be considered as cos(x), then 
the ‘mis-correlation’ is sin(x/2). 
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interchange variability as the direct response to it. This 
approach gives only an approximation for interchange 
variability, since it doesn’t account for transmission limitations 
nor for wide differences in regional generation mixes 
(Table 1). Remarkably, at lower natural gas prices and higher 
flexibility in the system, the net interchange variability 
significantly closer follows the net load ‘mis-correlation’ 
(Figure 4b). 

The ‘mis-correlation’ here quantifies the difference 
between regional and system-wide net load for a year. On 
shorter (weekly) time intervals, the difference between 
regional and system-wide net load also stands as the driving 
force behind regional interchange (Fig. 5). We consider the 
regional net load deviation from the weekly average VA

t, 
divided by the net load standard deviation. This regional 
quantity, subtracted by the similar quantity for the rest of the 
WECC, is the ordinate (the X-axis) on the figure: 

Xt = VA
t / σ(NLA) – VWECC-A

t / σ(NLWECC–A) (2) 

Here, NLA
t and NLWECC–A

t represent the net load at hour t for 
the region A and for the rest of the WECC, respectively7; 
σ(NLA) is the net load standard deviation; Xt is the time-series 
analogue to the ‘mis-correlation’ between NLA

t and NLWECC-A
t ; 

VA
t is the difference between NLA

t and its weekly average. 

 
Figure 5. AZNMNV time-series: variations of regional net load from the 
weekly average correlate with regional interchange. The 33% wind + PV case 
is shown. 

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Regional energy interchange variability is analyzed for the 
Western U.S. using a production cost model with varying 
levels of PV and wind generation in the system. The ‘mis-

                                                           
7 A=AZNMNV for Fig. 5 

correlation’ in the net load is identified as the driving force 
behind regional net interchange variability. 

Quantifying the driving force behind interregional energy 
exchange variability can be beneficial in several instances. It 
could provide an approximation for the interchange between 
regions without detailed modeling just by examining regional 
net loads. Clearly, this can only be an approximation (it doesn’t 
account for actual transmission limitations or for differences in 
regional generation pools), but the range of scenarios it may 
apply to (with infinite combinations of solar/wind generation in 
the regions) seems to be a rational trade-off. When studying a 
region that is a part of a larger system, our approach could give 
a reasonable approximation to otherwise vaguely defined time-
variable interchanges. 
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